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Ensemble
flute
clarinet in Bb (also: bass clarinet in Bb)
accordion
trumpet in C (also: CABANAZ desk bell in a2)
trombone in Bb/F C (also: CABANAZ desk bell in a2)
violin
viola
violoncello (IV. string tuned down to B natural)
double bass (V. strings tuned down to F#)

Stage setup
The ensemble instruments are forming a half circle around the toy pianos which are positioned in the middle of the stage. The
accordion must sit behind the toy pianist; trumpet and trombone left and right from the toy pianos.
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Toy Piano Setup
In this piece, two Schoenhut toy Pianos
are used:
• a 37 keys Concert Grand (labelled in the
score as TPgr with a range from f – f3)
with an open lid which is also used for
inside sounds produced on the resonance
board
• a 25 keys Tabletop Piano (labelled in
the score as TPup with a range from c1 –
c3) with preparations (see below)
Besides this, two deskbells (manufacted
by CABANAZ: one in a2, one in d#3) are
also played by the toy pianist.
Both pianos are equipped with a contact
microphone (AKG C411) which is
mounted on the sound boards. The
microphones are connected to a small
audio mixer (like a Behringer MX602) and
must be slightly filtered (lo-EQ: -6dB).
The output signal is sent through a
volume pedal (such as a BOSS FV-500L)
to a small loudspeaker (like a Fostex
6301B) which is placed closed to the toy
pianos.

Toy Piano Preparation
Remove the upper lid from the Tabletop Piano. Remove the two screws that are holding the tone comb. Place it loosely into the slot
and shift it to the right side of the piano. Now, the hammers of the upper octave are not hitting the metal rods but only the metal bar on
which they are mounted. This would result in an unpitched, metallic sound. Please note that the pitches written for this instrument (TP
up) are just indicating the keys to be played, but have no notion of pitches.

Notation Symbols for Toy Piano
FT

playing with fingertips on the resonance board

FN

playing with fingernail on the resonance board
circular movements on the resonance board

Other Notation Symbols

extended trill: irregular permutation of given pitches (quasi trillo)

●

pitched sound

○

unpitched sound

●–––––––––▻○

continuos transition from pitched to unpitched

Mult.

Mulitphonics – the notated pitch should be dominant

Btr

bow trill on two adjacent strings

behind the bridge (strings)

mute string/s with left hand: no pitch, only noise

gradually open/close the WahWah sordino (trumpet & trombone)

hit mouth piece with palm (trumpet & trombone)

"whispering": quick whisper-like movements whithout pitches

play with the hand

air clef ("Luftschlüssel"): only air sound, no pitches

